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Abstract. A metatheorem will be proved for decision pro!Jlems which can be represented by 
pairs of simple grammars. Examples are given in support of the claim that the metatheorem has 
a wide range of applications. In particular, some relative Jecision problems concerning LR( k ), 
LL-regular, and LR-regular grammars and languages are shown to be undecidable. In addition, 
iteration theorems are derived which allow the proof that certain languages are no: LL-regular 
or LR-regular. 
1. Introduction 
Post’s correspondence problem is a very general tool which has been used to 
prove many undecidability results in formal language theory. In the area of parsing 
it does not seem to apply without change and a variety of special methods have 
been introduced [8,10,11, 15, 161. In this paper we shall present a general method 
which can be applied in much the same way as Post’s correspondence problem and 
works equally well in parsing theory. The method is based on an idea by Hunt and 
Szymanski [8] and is related to the technique used in [6]. Our proof is elementary 
and uses no other undecidability result nor results from complexity theory (as [8, 
9, 71). 
We shall demonstrate the power of our method by giving simple proofs for some 
well-known results and by deriving new results relating LR-regular, LL-regular, 
LR(k) and LL(k) grammars and languages. In doing so we shall exhibit some 
non-LR-regular and non-LL-regular languages with the help of iteration theorems 
for LL- and LR-regular grammars. These iteration theorems are generalizations 
of theorems by Harrison and Have1 [S], and Beatty [2]. Their proofs will be simple 
and will not make I of difficult left part theorems [5,2]. 
We establish our notation. “Grammar” always means context-free grammar 
(cfg). All grammar, dre assumed to be reduced, i.e. all nonterminals are reachable 
and produce terminal strings. When talking of G we mean a grammar G = 
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(V,E,P,S). W e s a h 11 make liberal use of definitions, notations and facts from [4] 





n, b, . . 
1 
. , v, z ff, P.. . . .4 . , ., Y, Z A, B,. . . 
r* V* V” V N 
These conventions are essential parts of 
means L(C) = (X c Z* IS a* x}. To ease the 
outmost universal quantifiers, e.g. 
propositions, e.g. L(G) = {x IS +* x) 
burden of notation we usually omit 
YAENtlaECtl&yEV*: (A+Q@EP/\Aw~EP s+ /3=y, 
where 3 denotes implication. A grammar is an s-grammar if P c N xZV* and if 
(* 1 holds. Every s-grammar is LL(1) and strict deterministic. Every strict determinis- 
tic grammar is LR(0). A grammar is SLL if it is strong LL(k) for some k. A grammar 
is SLR if it is SLR(k) for some k. The definition of SLR(k) grammars may be 
found in [lo] and elsewhere. 
For L c-X* we define 
We shall have opportunity to construct new grammars from given ones. In these 
cases we assume disjoint sets of non-terminals. Assumptions concerning terminals 
will bc clear from the context. As an example let Gi = ( V,, E, P,, S,) be grammars 
fori=1,2 and define the grammar G = GI u G:! to have the following set of rules 
The rcvcrsc implication is true if GI and G2 are s-grammar*< 
2. The metatheorem 
For arbitrary sets .t‘ , 2) the rclariac circision yrohlmr fur t’ ad Y) is the following. 
Given s in .I’, is s in I!)? We say that the problem is ctrzdecidnhle if there is no 
Turing machine whtch halts for all members CT .t’ and accepts some s E .t’ iff s E 9). 
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Theorem 2.1. Let .t’, :!), ;] be sets with y’) n ;j = 0 and let @ be a computable function 
such that for wery pair (G ,, Gz) of s-grantmars 
(1) @(C’,, G~)E .t’, 
(2) GluGz isLL S+ @(G1,GA~:!). 
(3) lL(G,)n L(G2)1 = 1 S+ @(G,, Gz)F, ;‘,. 
77wa the relatiae decisim problem for .t’, 1’) and for 9, :{ are undecidable. 
In order to prove that the relative decision. prohlem for some sets .t’ and :I is 
undecidable the theorem can be used if a set ;j and a function @ can be found 
satisfying the conditions of the theorem. Figure 1 may help to remember these 
conditions. 
(G,, G2) 
Fig 1. Diagram for Throrcm 2.1. 
Before proving this theorem we use it for the proof of some well-known results. 
Recallthat L(Gl)nL(G2)=C1, henceJL(Gl)nL(G2)/# 1, wheneverGluG7isLL. 
Theorem 2.2. For arbitrary corrtext-frw p-amntnrs G,, Gz, G the following qllestions 
clrc wuiecidabk: 
(1) L(G,)nL(G-)=0? 
(2) Is G rtnambiguolts? 
(3) L(G) = E*? 
(3) Is G LL? 
151 Is G LR:’ 
(6) Is L(G,) rj f_(G,) corm+frd’ 
Proof. We define X, pi, ;j, [f, such that Theorem 2.1 proves the claims. In all cases 
:{ = .%‘\:‘I. Table 2 contains the definitions. Cases (3) and (6) need additional remarks. 
In case (3) we assume that GI and Gz are context-free grammars such that 
LIC?,) = E-“\L(Gi). It is well-known that for arbitrary s-grammars Gli Gz such 
grammars can be computed effectively. 
In case (6) we define 
#(G,, G?)= C, (aL,)‘b’ck n U (aL2)‘b’ck 
i.k -0 i.k 20 
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Table i 
Case .t‘ @(G,, Gzl :!I 
____IP- -___- 
(1) The set of pairs of context-free ((31, G21 {(G,,G~)~L(G,)~LIG~~;:~~} 
grammars 
(21 The set of context-free grammars G,uGz The set of unambiguous context-free 
grammars 
(3) The set of context-free grammars c, u c, {G j L(G) =-r*) 
14) The set of context-free grammars G,uGz The set of LL-grammars 
(5, The set of context-free grammars G,uGz The set of LR-grammars 
lh) The set of intersections of pairs of See remarks The set of context-free languages 
context-free languages 
___-.-__ -----__I_-~__--- __-- 
where L!G;) := L,. This is obviously the intersection of two context-free languages. 
If aL 1 n ~41,~ = {I\‘} then 
cl,CG,, G7)=(\~~‘h’~‘~j>O} 
which is context-sensitive but not context-free. Ii 
For the next theorem we adapt a proof of Floyd (see [ 121). 
Proof. Let G,, G? be s-grammars and assume without loss of generality that both 
are in Greibach Normal Form, i.e. P, c_ Ni )< EN*. For the definition of (I, we need 
a binary function symbol 0, constants from {I) u5 uZVI u N:, a binary predicate 
symbol p and individual variables s, V. WC use infix notation for z, Let 
[X,X?.. . X,,lpX abbreviate (.Y,o(X,~~(~ . . --,X,, QXI. * .)I) where X,, . . . . S.,. 3’ 
are constants. We define 
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On the other hand, if @(Gi, Gz) is valid, then we interpret 0 as concatenation 
and p as the predicate 
p(ql,&L1)=3uE r*: s, &cp hS2 jl4, 
I 
This satisfies the hypothesis, so that p( I, I ) can be inferred, which yields the claim. 
An application of the metatheorem with X the set of well-formed formulas, 
9) = .t’\:], and :j th e set of valid formulas, completes the proof. El 
With similar ease we can prove the u’ndecidability of Post’s correspondence 
problem via Theorem 2.1 if we adapt Scott’s proof (see [123). 
We turn to the proof of Theorem 2.1 and begin with some definitions related 
to Turing tnachitrcs. We shall employ (deterministic) Turing machines to compute 
partial recursive functions mapping words into words. Sequences of words are 
assumed to be coded as single words in an appropriate way. To facilitate notation, 
we do not give an explicit encoding, Turing machines and grammars are assumed 
to be given as strings. 
For Turing machines T we write T(rrl,, . . . , \I’,,) = (z ,, . . . , z,,,) if T map5 
11’1.. * *, w,z into 2 1, . . . , z,~. We write T(rvl, . . , IV,,) f (r,, . . . , z,,,) if T halts ‘,!I or. 
input l\*,, , . . , w,, but does not compute ~1,. . . , i,,,. We say that T is rotal if it halts 
on every input. The following theorem gives 11s our basic unsolvable problem 
Proof. By a contradiction. Using T, construct a total Turing machine F such that 
1.3) %,=l G+ T(z,z)+ 1. 
Diagonalization yields 
and 
Thus F cannot halt for input ?; which is a contradiction n 
This theorem does not contradict the existence of universal Turing machines. It 
just says that such a machine cannot be made total without changing its halting 
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/ 
computations. If we had a total Turing machine H which decides the halting problem 
for Turing machines we could combine H with a universal Turing machine in order 
to obtain a total Turing machine satisfying (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.4. On the other 
hand, even a total Turing machine satisfying (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.4 does not 
seem to be any help for the construction of a Turing machine which solves the halting 
problem. Thus, we conjecture that the halting problem is strictly more difficult’ than 
the construction of a Turing machine according to Theorem 2.4. This seems to be 
the true reason for the wide range of applications of our metatheorem which may 
be viewed as aln s-grammar version of Theorem 2.4. 
The next lemma relates Turing machines and s-grammars. 
Lemma 2.5. For every Turing tnackine M and every input shg x \l*e can effecrirvly 
cotwruct two s-gratntnars G1 (A4, s) atzd G&f, .Y ) with lattguagas Li CM, x ) = 
L(Gi(M, x)) SUCCl fhLZt 
This lemma is related to Proposition 2.3 of [8] and its proof will make essential 
use of an idea presented therein. Since some of the details arc quite tricky we shall 
provide a proof later On. Using Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 the proof of Theorem 
2.1 is simple. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By contradiction. Let T be a Turing machine with 
V2E.t’: (:E;), S+ T(z)=lnz&;; * T(z,;tl,. 
Using T and cli it is possible to construct effectively a new Turing machine 7” such 
that 
for every Turing machine M and input .V for A$, where G,, GJ arc computed with 
the help of Lemma 2.5. Moreover, wt’ may require T’(zl, z~\ = 1 if (: 1. z.1) is not thlx 
encoding of a Turing machine and one of its input words. T’ is total Iwcause T halts 
for all strings in the range of cl>. 
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and 
M(x)+ 1 * GI(M,x)uG2(M,x)isLL 
* @(GM, x1, Gr(M, x1) E $9 
=+ @(GIN, x1, Gr(M,x))rt’ ;$ s T’M, xl # 1. 
This contradicts Theorem 2.4 and proves the undecidability of the relative decision 
problem for .F and ;I. The other half of the proof is equally simple 0 
For the proof of Lemma 2.5 we need a more detailed notion of Turing machines. 
Let M and s be arbitrary but fixed. Without loss of generality assume that M 
makes at least one move on x. Let M have the set Q of states and tape alphabet 
f, where XE f is the special blank symbol. Assume I, +, -, !$&r and let ri = 
f u { I }. An instantaneous description (ID) of M is a string i Z~CL): I which indicates 
that M is in state 4 scanning the explicitly shown a and has L:urrent tape contents 
zay. Whatever version of Turing machines is used, its move elation t- will look 
something like this: 
:cqcld+- zcjbd! rewrite one symbol, 
xqwdy- xaijdy move right, 
:cqc~ly F :@atiy move left, 
:t’q0 L r- ,-cncj$ i extend workspace, 
L ‘]‘Ui~ +- L cihrdy extend workspace. 
For our purpose, the important observation is that there is a partial function 9 
such that 
It will be easier to construct Gl(M, .C I if we relax t-- somewhat by defining for all 
ff, K t r”Qf ::: 
Using this extended version of I--- we define 
f~~(ir~~,x)={+H~KR~HH,K~~~Q~‘i: ni~{+,+H I--)+$ 
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where KR is the reversal of K. It is easy to see that the following set of rules 
generates L I (M, x ) : 
S, -) +ASI, SI + $, 
A -*b(b), (b)-w(c)b for all 6, c E rl, 
(c)-*q~c~),(c~)-+a(cqa) foralla,cErL,qfQ, 
(cqa > + dBY (c9aC-OR for all c, a, d E f ,., 9 E Q, 
whenever !P(cqud) is defined, 
B+bBb for all b E f I, 
B-++,B-+-. 
G, = G ,(M, x) is the grammar with the above rules after removal of useless symbols. 
This is an s-grammar. 
The set L:liW, x) is much simpler. It is defined by 
L2(A4, x) = +iID{+KR+KjK is an ID}*{--KR!K E lID)$ 
where ilD is the initial ID for M and s, and 1ID is the set of halting IDS with 
result 1. It is easy to find an s-grammar GZ = Gr(A4, XI for LzIM, xl. 
If M halts for x we define the string 
by requiring 
where h?D is the set of halting IDS. Since M is deterministic. rr?(.x ! is well defined. 
Moreover, rrn(s)~ L1(M, s), and 
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Lemma 2.7. If M halts for x then 
Proof. A straightforward case analysis shows that the hypothesis implies w(x) = uv 
for some u which proves the claim Cl 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. (1) and (2) of Lemma 2.5 are contained in Lemma 2.6. If 
M(x) f 1, then the languages of G,(M,x) and Gz(M, x) are disjoint because of 
Lemma 2.6. Moreover, the common prefixes are shorter than Iw (x)1 + 1 by Lemma 
2.7. Finally, GI and G2 are s-grammars. It follows that G, u Gz is LL(lw(x)l+ 1) 
if M(x)# 1. 0 
A variant of Theorem 2.1 is obtained by replacing the languages L,(M, x) by the 
languages 
L~(M,x)={+K,,+K,-,+.‘.+K,-H,,*K~ +.*a+Kt +IKiEID/\Ho 
= iID}. 
These languages are adapted from [9, Example 2.51. They can be generated by 
linear s-grammars G: (A4, A-). As above, one proves 
M(s)= 1 a lI_;(M,s)r\z__:(M,s)I= 1, 
M(s1#1 =+ G~(M,s)uG~(M,s)isBRC(k,k!forsomek. 
Thus, we arrive at 
Theorem 2.8. I_ei X, 91, ;I be sets with ?J n ;{ = 0 arzd let @ be a computable fwrction 
such that fbr ecery pair (G 1. Gz) of limar s-grammnrs 
(1) @(G,, G,)E .Y, 
12) G1 uG2 is BRC+@(G,, G~)E :!), 
\3 1 IL~G,k--d(G$j = 1 s 9(G,, G~)E ;:. 
Th thra rdatim dccisim prnblvrm for .X, :!, arid for 3, ;< we undecidable. 




14) Is G BRC? 
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Proof. Immediate consequence of Theorem 2.8. q 
3. LL-regular grammars and languages 
In this section and in the next one we shall need some notation related to 
partitions. 17 is always a finite partition of Z *. H is regular if all its blocks are 
regular. Its equivalence relation is denoted by =. 17 is a left congruence if x = y 
e zx = zy holds. Every regular Z7 has a (finite) regular left congruent refinement. 
We write cp = $ iff x =y for some x E t(q), y E L(e). In general, this does not(!) 
turn = into an equivalence relation on V”. 
A grammar is LLU77) [13] if 
A grammar is LL-regular if it is LL(U) for some regular left congruence /7. 
Theorem 3.1. Let W he any class of grammars with 2 c (3 c_ 2!?t where 2 is the 
class of grammars which are both SLL atrd SLR, und 2% is the class df LR-grammars. 
For LL-regular grammars G the following questiorts are undecidable: Is G iu a? Is 
L(G) generated by a grammar in B? 
Proof. We apply the metatheorem to a variation of a technique from [S]. Let L I 
and L2 be the languages of two s-grammars G,, Gz and define L by 
L = IJ L ICC1 ‘h ‘c ‘d u IJ L zca ‘1~ Ic I(’ 
i.1 -0 I., -(I 
where I. ,. L, do not use (1, h, is, J, t’. It is easy to find an LL-regular grammar for 
this language which is SLL and SLR if G, u G: is LL. 
If N’ EL I A L7 then 
which is inherently ambiguous so that I_ cannot be deterministic by the closure 
propertics of detcrrninistic languages. Xl 
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The proof of the next theorem is more difficult because it requires a method for 
proving languages to be non-LL-regular. 
Theorem 3.3. For LR(O) grmnmarv the following questions ,:u-e mdecidahle: Is the 
grammar LL-regular? Does it genewe an LL-regular langmge? 
Note that it is decidable whether an LR(0) grammar is LL [lS, IO]. For the proof 
of this theorem we generalize the first LL-iteration theorem of Beatty [2]. We start 
with some simple observations. 
Theorem 3.4. (Extended LL( II ) theorem). For LL( lI 1 grammars \itifh kff cor~grumr 
t1, 
Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation S 3:. sAq (or see [2, Theorem 
3.1). z 
Recall that L* is said to be freely generated hy L E Z* is every member of L* 
has a unique factorization into elements of L. 
Proof. Assume L = L(q !. s E L(A) and w = cs for some II, c E L, where r E L’, s EL’ 
for some i, j. We have to show II = L’. We obtain 
The two derivations must be equal because of urm = cs!u. Especialiy, the first 
min(n, 111) steps must be the same so that one of the derivations 
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is a prefix of the other one. This is impossible unless u = U. This proves the claim. 
The case L = h.($) is symmetric. 0 
Theorem 3.6 (LL Iteration Theorem). Let G be any grammar. There is a numbe: 
p(G) such that f or all w E L(G) in which at least p(G) positions are marked 
distinguished there are strings such that 
* * 
A cP4 * W4 A CpS * W5 A W = W~W~WJW~W~, 
(2) D(w,)* D(~v*)~D(W~)~OVL)(M’~)‘LI(U’4)‘D(W5)>0, 
(3) D(wzrv~w.,) ap(G), 
btlhere D(x j is the number of distinguished positions irr s. 
In additiorl, if G is unambiguous theta 
(4) (L((F~))* is freely 
Finuily, if G is LL(H\ for 
(5) W:#,t, 
generated by L(q4). 
some left cofrgruent U then 
Proof. Ogden’s lemma (see e.g. [4, Theorem 6.2.11) gives us (l)-(3). 14) is a 
consequence of Theorem 3.5. (5) is a consequence of the fact that LL(T7) grammars 
are not left recursive. (6) follows from (1) and Theorem 3.4. 2 
This theorem generalizes Dcatty’s first LL iteration theorem [2, Theorem 4.41. 
The next lemmas prepare the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
Proof. 11~ contradiction. Chonsc II large enough for the LL iteration theorem and 
1 t ;r 1.; according to I 2:). Applv fhc iteration theorem to N’ = (1 “s ,b “.Y: E L whertz the 
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a’s are distinguished. w2 # 4 and D(w3) f 0 imply w2 E a’. We obtain 
WI = u’, w.‘= Cl’, w3wdw5 = a ‘x1 b”xz 
forsomeiaO,j>Oandk=,r-i-jand 
Therefore, 
by (6) of the iteration theorem and by ukx Ib”xz = lz k.~3br’.~~. 
Considering 
and the structure of the language, anything but L.(c,F~) G b” A 6’ E L(cp.,) is a contradic- 
tion. Hence, L(q4) = {b’) by (4) of the iteration theorem. This means 
n’;s,b”’ E L(A), h’;‘s.,~ L(q5) for some m, 6 3 0. 
Therefore 
so that u “s , h “I * “’ + ’x4 E I_ and III + rit + j = II contradicting ($1. E 
For the application of Lemma 3.7 we need a specia: pumping lemma for regular 
partitions which will be derived in two steps. We begin with 
Lemma 3.8. Lrr A be a firtite atrtontnton with n total trunsitiorl fmctiorz 8 (ussutned 
to be r.vtetrded to words 1. Theta 
Proof. Note that ~5 is total and define 
Since Q is finite we can choose p 20, I.’ > 0 such that qU = q,, +,,. Consequently, 
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Now, choose CT B 0 such that p -t CT = YY for some y > 0 and let i = yu. Then for all 
A > 0 we have Ai = C/ L (A - ljyv +V and 
~(~,XwAi)!)=S(CICL+,h-l)yll+t(T,Y)=S(qLL+,,,)!) 
=S(q,,,L’)=S(qi,y)=S(q,XW’Y). 0 
i,emma 3.9. For all regdar I2 
Vs,, . . . ,A-“+-,Vw,, . . . , w,,3k H-MA!, . . . ,A,, >O: 
.Y * I&w’; . . Ak . s,,w~x,,,., =X,W:‘kX@+k . * . S,,W,,” x,*+ 1. 
Proof. Because of well-known properties of regular sets there is a finite automaton 
(Q. Ir, S, ql,, F) such that 
~qEQ37.rE17:{xjS(qo,x)=q)C~. 
From Lemma 3.8 wt’ obtain numbers il.. . . , i,, and states ~1,~ . . ,4,, +I such that 
6(q~,,sl) “41 AVh >o: S(q,,, It’;.“X,,+,~=q,.+, 
for 1’ = 1, 2,. . . , I?. Hence, for some 7r E 17 and all A ,, . . . , A,, > 0 
,YIN’:‘f’.\.y~~” . , , AJ,, . _Y,, I( ,, .I ,, + , E ?? 
Taking li = i,i? . . . i,, prc-r\.es the lemma. Ti 
Proof. Let Gj = 1 \‘,, L’, P,, S, ), i = 1, 2 and define the grammar G = #(Gr, G:L with 
the following set of rules: 
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where Li = L(Gi 1, i = 1,2. G is strict deterministic. Moreover, G is LL-regular if 
GluGz isLL. 
Finally, suppose 1~’ E L 1 A LZ and let !? be a regular left congruence. For all II > 0, 
Lemma 3.9 gives us some k > 0 such that for all A I, . . . , A4 > 0, 
Ck&,n,vC kdk z c Al kdA:kbn,,,C bkdh.aks 
Choosing A 1 =A3=land A2=A4= 2 makes Lemma 3.7 applicable. We concIude 
that L(G) is not LL(U). Since f7 was arbitrary L(G) is not an LL-regular 
language. q 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let (lz be the function of Lemma 3.10. Let X be the set of 
LR(0) grammars. Let $1 be the set of LL-regular grammars and define ;3 by ;j = X\$. 
Conditions (l)-(3) of Theorem 2.1 are immediate consequences of propositions 
(l)-(3) of Lemma 3.10. Thus, Theorem 2.1 proves the undecidability of the first 
question of Theorem 3.3. The same argument proves the undecidability of the 
second question if 2’) is defined as the set of grammars generating LL-regular 
languages. ‘L1 
4. LR-regular grammars and languages 
A grammar is LR-regular if it is I-R(H) for some regular left congruence n. 
s + ~A\v z n@ ..S + yBs 2 y&u =c~/~J~/\w=J 
3 A+fl=B+R~tr=-f~x=y. 
A grammar is LR-wgtttktr if it is LR(l!I) for some regular left congruence 11. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (Y be any class of grammars such that 2 E (rj c 9i where 2 is 
the class of grammars which are both SLL and SLR, and !I{ is the class of LR-regular 
grammars. For rorambiguolts grammars G the following questions are undecidable: 
Is G in CS? Is L. (G I getreratsci by n grammar in <V? 
The proof of this theorem requires a technique for showing languages to be 
non-LR-regular. For this purpose we generalize the iteration theorem For deter- 
ministic 1angu;;ges [S, and 3. Theorem 11.3.31. Our proof will be based on the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. I Extended LR( II ) theorem 1. For I.R(TZ) grammars It*ith kft COII -
qri(t’,lc‘l’ ii. :~ 
s =p\v +w AS +xy fly #.t A w=y)‘s +cq +y. 
Proof. By induction on the length II of the derivation QW =$ XIV. The case ti = 11 
is trivial. Otherwise. there are strings such that 
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The induction hypothesis yields 
sp “‘PUY + vrty fior some m 20. 
If r?z = 0 then a’puy = S, i.e. !’ = ‘4 which was excluded. Hence, m ~0 and there 
are strings such that 
Recall S 3; n’Auw *R CX’@NW and uw = uy. The LR(l7) condition yields y = IY’ A 
B = A A z = IO’. Thus, 
Theorem 4.3. (LR Iteration Theorem). Let G be any granmnr. Tltere is n twrrlhat 
p(G) such that for all w E L(G) itz which at lwsr p(G) positions m ttmrktd 
distirzguisked there are strings such thcrf 
Proof. O&n’s !emma (see c.::. [3, Theorem 6 .?.I]) gives us (l)-(3) (4) is a 
conscquc’ncc of Thcorcm 3.5. r-tssume that 1. 111. II, v satisfy the hypothesis of (5). 
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Then 
* 
AS 2 1V1H _ ‘:l+‘,v~,v~y Aw)gl\v~=: “)‘#‘l. 
Therefore, S & qIq;“Ay by the extended LR(U) theorem. 
An application of (1) completes the proof. iJ 
The theorem allows a simple proof of Harrison and Havel’s iteration theorem 
for deterministic languages. 
Theorem 4.4. (Iteration theorem for deterministic languages). L~-c; L be a determinis - 
tic language. There is a number p(L ) SI 4p.f‘ that for all ~1 EL where nf least p(L) 
positions are marked distinguished there are strings such that 
(1) c = L’lL’ZCJC4L’S ‘4 vi1 >o: c\l_&L!;lt’+ L, 
12) L’,1 f .‘I, 
(31 D(Cl).D(CZ).D(C3),OVD(L~~). D(v.4) * D!c5)>0, 
(4) D(c,C~C.$)~p(L) 
where D(s ) is the number of distinguished positiom irz s. If cg # l 1 therr for ail HI, rz 2 CT, 
(3) t’,cy+“c_32’;!. E L -S c,1+j!‘E L 
Proof. Assume L C_ S”, $ bf E. Let G be a strict deterministic grammar for L$. 
Recall that strict deterministic grammars are LR(O). Define p( L ) = p(G) and apply 
Theorem 4.3 to IZ’ = c$. This yields a factorization w = CS = w1 M’~w~)+I~P+~. We 
consider two cases. 
Case I: 1+2’s f .\. Then ~t’j = L!~$ for some cg. Define Ei = wi for i = 1,2,3,4. This 
satisfies (I ), (3). (4). A violation of (2) would imply left recursion which is impossible 
for strict deterministic grammars. 
Assume 
and J+$+ .I. Note that the condition \2’[11\t*.iz y$ is trivially satisfied for LR(O) 
grammars. The LR iteration theorem yields 
The case c ,c:‘c~~ c L is similar. 
Casr 2: wg = :I. Note wl\v~\~~u~j: E L$ for all n so that ~1~ cannot contain $. 
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Therefore, w4= A so that W~WZWJEL$. D(wJ)#O implies w3= 03$ for some u3. 
Defining o1 = wl, t’2 = ~2, v4 = US = A completes the proof. Cl 
We turn to the proof of Theorem 4.1. Consider the language 
~={a”6’“~O~n~m~2rz} 
and the grammar with the rules 
S+A, A+aAb, A+B, B+uBbb, B+A, 
Its derivations have the form 
S ‘s a’Bb’ ‘2 aiakb2kbi E &. (*) 
On the other hand, given some n, m such that a”b”’ E & we can compute uniquely 
j and k such that a”b’” = aiskbZk-ci. We see that the grammar is unambiguous and 
generates L. 
Likewise, the grammar with the rules 
{S+A,A-,aAISIAb,A+B,B+aA~SzBbb, 
is unambiguous if Gi = (Vi, &, V. Pi, Si) are two .5-grammars. It generates the language 
L =, ,g 
-. - 
(, (aL ,)‘(aL2)“b’“b’ 
where L, = L(Gi). Moreover, the grammar is SLL and SLR if GI u Gz is LL. These 
observations and the following lemma make Theorem 4.1 a consequence of the 
metatheorem. 
The language 6 is the image of L under the homomorphism “_” defined by 
I_r = LI, h = h, and ,I( = . t if XE ((7, 6). 
Note that 3”‘J - 3”‘l’ ’ ts even and not negative. Hence, 
,r* ~ ‘z ;, 3”” - 3”” * ‘) 
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is an integer. We define m = 3”” +m3. It is easy to see 3m = 3mz+ m3 so that 
6” =63m follows from (2). This proves (1). 
Let z E aL, naLz. We apply the LR iteration theorem to w = z 2’n64m where the 
first m b’s are distinguished and where m satisfies (1) and is larger than the number 
p(G) required by the iteration theorem. This yields strings such that 
(3) S + Q,Aw~AA + cpzAws+A $ w3 
A Q~ $ wl A Qz ; 1%‘: A IV = w1w,w3w4ws - z2"'b4"', 
(5) D(w2~v3\v4)s g(G). 
WC claim for some j. k. 
16! w2 = Q ’ A WJ =h2r/\,,~Z=bkb~“‘~i>O~k>0. 
Let \vz contain h‘s. Then it does not contain a’s because of H~~w:\~~~u~~;~*~ E L. 
In addition, 1~‘~ cannot contain a’s so that ~vlw~w3w~ws E L contains too :aany b’s. 
It follows that IVY does not contain b’s. Therefore, w2 = a’ for somg J’ 3 0. 
In a similar manner we obtain IVY = b” for some j’ 2 0. Since H*? dpe: not, but 
bin*_, does contain distinguished positions we conclude j’> 0. D(rr~?) = 0 implies 
D ( \v5) f 0 and we find some k > 0 such that iv 5 = h ‘6 “‘I. 
We note 
and obtain 
zlrl n , -Im b 
I’ E~~~~“IeibjJ)l+~‘E~. 
The properties of & imply 
4n1 -j’s 2(2m -j) = 4m - 2j h 4m + j’s 2(2tn -t-j) = 4m + 2,’ 
from which j’ = 2j is immediate. This completes the proof of (6). 
Defining 5’ = b’b”’ * e see 
~\*l\v~w~3~t~~~ E I!. A y f .1 A \vs = bkb3”’ = bkh”’ = 1 
so that 
(7) S + q,Ay 2 ,vliv2y = ~yv#%” EL 
I>y (5) of the iteration theorem. Recall t_vI!i~2~3ysbkh3”’ =azn1h4”‘, SO that (6) and 
(7) imply 
IZ’,ghkV 
ZfW , 3nr --2; tw 
=a b =a 
hI fb2m -2i E 5_. 
The properties of L require 2m - j s 2172 - 2j which contradicts j Y=- 0. !I! 
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5. Conclusions 
An undecidability metatheorem has been derived by elementary means and 
without the help of other undecidability results, It is well suited to applications in 
formal language theory and is especially convenient for questions relating limited 
lookahead and unlimited lookahead parsing methods. 
Our theorems on LL-regular and LR-regular grammars have not been formulated 
in the most general way in order to streamline the presentation. The theorems 
easily generalize to grammatical similarity relations of the type considered in [73 
and [9] where “generating the same language” and “being equal” are the simplest 
ones. 
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